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c.s. land tax.

Mo.

SUBJECT.Messrs G.Binner &«•

t

Ordinance No.5 of 1918.
/

Encl:(1).

I

Subsequent Paper.

5.

1921
t

1921921
Petition by Falkland. Islands Sheep-Farmers 

respecting the Tax-on Land.

'/zo/z}-

Is, 3d.
6d.
3d.
Id.
64.

5th July
Previous Paper.

lAND,-^.

MINUTES.
Petition dated 5th July .

£ 3,006.
142.

2.
331....~£ 3,481.

TOa.n the expert taxes above mentioned,were repealed,the
Vwere

H.E.the Governor,
Submitted.

2. The Third Schedule (export duties) of The Tariff 
Ordinanee 1900,as amended by Ordinance No.7 ef 1915,was 
repealed by Ordinance Ne.6 of 1918.

3. The following shews the duties in respect of the 
Sheep-farming industry:-

Wool, per 100 lbs,
Meats, per 72 lbs,
Sheep....... each,
Sheep skins,....each
Hides,.......each, ...

4. The following amounts were collected under the above 
during the year 1918:-

Weel........
Meats,
Sheep
Sheep skins,

w A S. Ltd.
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were replaod by a graduate* Lan* Tax,under Ordinance Nt.5 of 
1918. The Revenue derived from this last named tax.asiountod in 
192®, to:-) £ 8,694.

6. The tax on land,under the Live Stoek Ordinanee 1901, was 
also at the same time repealed by Ordinance No.7 ef 1918. The 
Tax tn Land under the Live Steck Ordinance 1901,amounted to 
about £600 annually.
7. Th* table referred in in par: 2 ef the enclosed petition 

i« net attached,and in consequence I am unable te follow the 
contention stated therein,that land taxation as at present 
levied results in & charge ranging from *63 pence per sheep to 
5,24 pence per sheep. _
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with expenditure on its present basis the amount
to be derived should not be less than that now

It was assumedderived from the Land Tax.
that it was not the intention, in altering the
basis of taxation, to increase the revenue and

’’Council recommended that an export tax on wool 
should be substituted for the Land Tax and that

Extract from Minutes of Meeting of Executive 
Council held on the 1st February, 1923.

Acting Clerk of the 
Executive Council. 7th February, 1923.

VA

no such question arose for consideration"



The signatories to the enclosed letter present
their compliments to the Colonia,! Secretary and request
that he will be good enough to forward the same to His
Excellency the Governor.

4-7^4/

Stanley, July 5th, 1921.



Sir,
With reference to the interviews which Your Excellency

2.

The table

Apart from the fact that the actual acreages of. 3.

land.

His Excellency the Governor.

Stanley,
5th July, 1921.

.63 pence per sheep
. . .TV,

has been good enough to grant us on the subject of taxation 
in the Colony we beg to state briefly our reasons for regard
ing a tax on wool as being preferable to the present Land Tax.

The capacity of land for taxation, or the measure 
of the taxation which land is able to bear, must be governed 
by what that land can produce, and as the land of this Colony 
is suitable only for sheepfarming its taxable test is the 
number of sheep that can be depastured upon it. 
that has been submitted shows that land taxation as at present
levied results in a charge ranging from

We think that it cannot be contededAto 5.24 pence per sheep.
that such a tax is equitable in its incidence, and we are 
strongly of opinion that a fairer basis would be the wool 
produced.

farms have not been determined it cannot be questioned that 
no two farms in the Colony are alike; some contain large 
unproductive areas, such as stone runs sand and water, and 
others have disproportionate amounts of boggy and mountainous 

Such farms require much more labour and fencing, and 
must be of large area to carry sufficient sheep to make the 
station a sound and paying proposition. The farms that on 
the other hand comprise a higher average of good land are 
capable of being worked at a lower cost. Under the present 
system the large farm carrying less sheep to the acre and 
more expensive to work is paying a high tax per sheep, whereas



2.

4.

5.

6.

We think: therefore that taxation should, he based 
upon the actual output.

the smaller farm carrying possibly just as many sheep is taxed 
lightly.

found that the duty paid was in excess of the actual weight.
(2) Uncertainty as to the amount of revenue from the tax.

We know that the revenue to be derived, in the year 
from a wool tax cannot be determined accurately like a specific, 
land tax, but there is no greater degree of uncertainty than 
in the Customs revenue from tobacco and spirits which must be 
a varying amount in the same way as the revenue in England, 
from Income Tax. It is certainly much more satisfactory for 
the taxpayer to know that if his clip is light his taxation 
is less, whereas in a good year he can afford to pay more.
We admit too that a fixed annual revenue from land would 
naturally from its simplicity be more acceptable from the 
Government point of view, but when simplicity entails such 
inequality as the present Land Tax shows we think the sacrifice 
for the sake of simplicity is too great.

We should like to take the opportunity of expressing 
our opinion upon one argument which Your Excellency informed

Your Excellency mentioned that from the Government 
point of view a wool tax presented certain disadvantages

(1) The declaration of the weight. During the many 
years that a tax was levied on wool the duty was paid into 
the Treasury within a few days of export without any difficulty 
or trouble whatever to the Government Officials. A specifi
cation of the weight is invariably sent with the wool to our 
shipping agent in Stanley who declared the weight upon export 
and paid the duty. On occasions it was considered desirable 
to have some check as to the weight, and our agents then pro
duced the brokers' account sale. We believe that it was



per pound.

We have confined our remarks in this letter to.7.

C ^7
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the question of wool tax versus land tax and do not propose 
to repeat here our remarks as to the necessity for curtailing 
public expenditure to the lowest possible figure. We rely 
upon Your Excellency’s assurance that you are thoroughly 
aware of the necessity for every economy, and we conclude 
by expressing our thanks to you for the very frank way in 
which these questions were discussed with us.

We are, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servants,

, 77
-

us had been urged in pref erance of a land tax to wool tax, 
namely that in the case of an owner who had increased his 
carrying capacity by improving his land, a wool tax would 
penalise him for effecting improvement. We cannot think 
that a tax of, say, a farSruig^e^ jxnlnd would deter any 
owner from trying to grow more wool worth, say, eightpence

It is hardly conceivable that any farmer would 
refrain from increasing his output for such a reason<>



Dear Governor,
Apropos of the question of owners of

stations who are not resident in the Colony which you
mentioned some time ago the attached list may be of
interest to you:-

Falkland Islands Company Limited Company•>
JoL.Waldron >0 IV

Holmested, Blake & Co <. itH

HGeo.Bonner & Co. It

Packe Brothers & Co.

Bertrand & Felton.

Owners resident in England.Bailion & Stickney.
Dean & Anson.

Dean & Company.

Pebble Island.

Owners in England.

Stickney Brothers.

West Point Island.

New Island.

A.M.Pitaluga

Stanley,
20th June, 1921.

Saunders Island.
(W.D.Benney's Estate)

Beaver Island.(Henry Waldron)

Weddell Island.(Williams & Co.)

Carcass Island.(C.Hansen & Son.)

A.E.Felton, owner, resident in the Colony.

Shannon, Manager, is brother- in-law of half-owner.

Luxton, half-owner, resident in the Colony.
Mrs Dean, part owner, recently deceased.

Limited Company being formed.

J.W.Dean, one-third owner, resident in Colony.

Clement, Manager, and Napier, assisting, are resident with their wives who both own one- fifth share.

J.E.Benney, one-third or one quarter owner, resident in Colony.

W.J.Hansen, half-owner, resident in the Colony.

Mrs Scott, Owner, residentin Colony.
Owner recently deceased. New owner now in Ihmta Arenas.
A.Pitaluga, half-owner, resident in Colony.



2

Owner arriving by theH.J.Pitaluga.
Owners resident in Colony.Smith & Sons.
Owners resident in Colony.Mrs T.Robson.

J .J.Felton's Estate.

Greenshields Brothers.

Owners in England,W.K. Cameron.
Owner in Colony.

Owners in England.Speedwell Island.
Owners in England.

Yours sincerely,

..

Bleaker Island.(A.F.Cobb.)

G.J.Felton, part owner, resident in Colony.

Lively Island.(H & G.Cobb.)

I

"Oruba".

I UA A jcve-v -*r

R.Greenshields, part owner, resident in Colony.
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Fox Bay,West Falkland,
6thi August, 1921

i

Sir,
With reference to a letter addressed to His

taxation in the Coleny,i.e.-a tax on wool as being
preferable to the present Land Tax,I have the honour to
beg that my name as representative of Messrs Packe
Bros.& Co.be added to the list of signatures attached
to Same.

Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

Manager:Packe Bros.& Company.

The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley.

//I'

Excellency the Governor dated Sth.July last,on the subjecty

The Hon.,

/ —
f -^2) «v.

_ ___ 2 

I have the honour to be,
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C-S. ^77/2 /

475/21

20th August 21

Sir,

t huvu the honour to uckno^ie^gB’ the

receipt of your letter of the 6th August,

xvqpesting th^t your r.u,..o be xadou to the

list of signatories to -x letter ^.aaresseu.

relating

to tuition in thv, Colony*

(sgl) W. A. Thompson,

Ag. Coicnicvl Secretary

Fox B;y,

Vtest Fo.lkluru.

I

to His B^c^ilency on the 5th July,

Sir,

j. I. Wilson, Es ;•,

Your Obedient servant,



e.S. Z-7//Z/
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i.7 J/jl

kOth August, 21

I huvo W<; honour1 La ^ckno vleu.pt; the

receipt of your latter of tt;a i,Sth July

requesting that your ne.--.e be mjuj to the

list of signatories to lette r scares sea

r• k, ting

to taxation in the Colony.

(sgi) W. A. Thompson,

to len t. 1 Cfciire tex' y.Ag.

Vtost R.lklena.

\

H. exeunt, Esq.,

Sir,

Your o boo lent servant,

to Eis Excellency on tiic 5th July,

ttoy Cove,

Sir,

vleu.pt
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Port Stanley,

Falkland Islands.
H/9/192I.

F.EFOHT ON TH13? DIFFICULTY OF EQUITABLY LEVYING A LAND-TAX

IN THE FALKLAND ISLANDS.

It is a singularly unfortunate thing that In an area so

entirely given up to pastoral occupations as is the Falk

land Islands,there should never have been an?/ adequate

land-survey,Under a system by which the land-holder is

taxed upon the acreage of his holding, accurate official

returns of the areas of the various holdings are imperative.

In their absence,cases of hardship and of undue leniency

are bound to arise.No amount of legislation,enacted with

a view to e?’forcing the perpetuation of an unt-at .is factory

state of affair*»cat a will U allay public dtsce.Ttsnt.

General dissatisfaction,and the occurrence of disputes,

is the natural outcome, such,indeed,has been the case in

the Falkland Islands.

The whole trouble has had its origin in the fact that

there exists ? o mai of the Falkland Islands.There is

only the Admiralty Chart - and it is because this chart

and oven they have failed to realise fully,and make due
allowances for,the principles of projection which ar*
involved in the construction of the Mercator Chart of the
Falkland Islands.
From a perusal of the official correspondence dealing with
this matter it appears necessary,in order to remove the many
prevailing misconceptions,existing even in the minds of those
whose business it surely is to bo bettor informed,to point
out briefly th® principles upon which the Mercator Chart of
th® Falkland Islands (or,for that matter,any other Mercator
Chart )has been constructed. In a word,the Mercator Chart has

record ideas

been designed especially for the use of the navigator.It 
possesses the great merit of enabling him to

h^s beer, regarded as a nwp,that difficulty fees arisen.

Qusl.tft.cl hs.. b<isn consulted or. th. auostlor

r■i * V U ; ;

arise.No
navigator.It


(2 )•
(p'f direction,with absolute truth.But in order to attain
this everything else has been sacrificed. Shapes of land
masses are distorted,their areas altered,and straight lines
are bent into curves.The track of a ship following a constant
eoutse by compass,appears as a straight line upon a Mercator
Chart,whareas in actuality the ship follows a spiral course
(known to navigators as the rhumb-lino or loxodromic curve)
unless the ship bo actually proceeding along a meridian or
parallel.A straight lino upon the earth’s surface (such as
a surveyor would use in measuring the distance between two
land-marks ) would not appear as a straight line upon the
Mercator Chart.lt would be a curve,and a curve,moreover,
which could not be drawn in by a surveyor with the usual
data at his command.
The Mercator Chart is a modification of what is known as
the Cylindrical Projection.Tho latter consists in project
ing the part of the earth’s surface under consideration,
by rays from the earth’s centre,on to the surface of a
cylinder,the axis of which is also that of the earth.The
cylinder is assumed to touch the earth’s surface at the
•3 qua tor. On this projection all the meridians become parallel
straight lines,as do also the parallels.The effect of this
projection is to elongate the meridians (and to elongate
them more and more with increasing latitude,and enormously
in high latitudes ),and to show the parallels all of equal
length,instead of showing them becoming shorter as the poles
are approached. On this projection,then,shapes,areas,and dis
tances are completely distorted aid altered,hut direction is

of projection is universally employed on ships.Mercator’s
modification of the Cylindrical Projection consists in apply
Ing a partial correction,to counteract,to some extent,the 

■i
rapid poleward -increase of distance between th® paranoia.

Th® Mercator Chart haa a constant acai® of longitude,whilst
the seal® of latitude varies in accordance with th® formula:

’vI

given with absolute accuracy,and for that reason thia typo >

Chart.lt


Now on a map showing true shapes and areas of land—masses

nothing at the Poles,The Mercator Chart of the Falkland Is
lands therefore shows the southern portions of the Islands
enlarged (oast and west) as compared with the northern port
ions .Again, a map showing true shapes and areas of land
masses has a constant scale of latitude (save for the very
Flight allows ace viitch hes to be .TRd® for polar flattening),
but on the Mercator Chart the scale of latitude,as seen from
the formula Quoted above, in creases rapidly polewards. The
chart therefore shows the southern portions of the Falkland
Islands elongated (noMh and south) as compared with the
northern portions.Hence,since the southern portions of the
Falkland Islands are shown on the chart,both enlarged oast
and west,and elongated north and south,it follows that they
appear to bo of greater extent trrr they sre.
This point can be brought out clearly by means of a calcu-

ascortained by calculation to bo 1&3.9 statute mile*.Now
the chart-length which represents this distance is 49.54

miles.

S. to be
measurement

lation.Tho Falkland Islands chart is bounded on the north 
by th© parallel of 15's. Latitude. The distance along

(3).

Chart-length of 1 minute of Latitude in Latitude L 

(Chart-length of 1 minute of Longitude) x secant L.

the scale of longitude is not constant.Th® length of a degra® 

of longitude decreases as latitude incr®asestits value vary

ing from a maximum of 69.160 statute miles on the Equator to

inches.Therefore,in this latitude on the chart,a length of 
1*3*9 •

1 inch,from east to west,represents 4975^ or x.710 statute

7 
I-,

this parallel,between the limiting meridians of the chart 
o t « * f _4__12 3°(57 25 3<> V.and 61 3* 0 w. ) is the fraction j5o~ of the

satire length c-f th® parallel of 50 45 15 s. ,and thia is

Again,by consulting a book of nautical tables,we find the 
value of 1 minute of Latitude in Latitude 5o°ip? 15 
1.151S9 atatut® milOR,and we find further,from
of the chart,that in thia Mid-Latitude,a length of 1 in„h



w.
minutoR.

3.710 x 3.715 Bquaro statute* milesrsally represents

ary
1 square inch represents an area of

Hence,of two similar areas A and B,shown as equal by the

then area S is

what less than the maximum value given by the calculation,
but it is,nevertheless,a very real discrepancy.
From what has been said it will be seeh that a Mercator
Chart has no constant scale of distances,hence distances
cannot be accurately measured from,or inserted upon,the
chart.The straight-line distance on the chart,between Wo
land-marks, is the length of the rhumb-line or constant
compass course between the two,and the determination of this

is an arc of a great circle of the oarth.lt would not appear

/

distance constitutes the mathematical calculation known ^o 
navigators as a problem in Mercator sailing.A measured strai^- 
line upon the oarthfB surface,such as a surveyor would use,

on the chart as a straight lino* but as a curve,-which the sur
veyor would b® unable to Insert with precision,for lack of
data as to length-scale and curvature. If a surveyor wished

• f ( 1
to measure distances in the Falkland Islands and desired to

3.560 x 3.534-
= 12.58 square statute mis.

“ I3.7S square statute miles.
Calculating in a precisely similar manner for Latitude
52° 4or o s. (the parallel 'vhlch constitutes the southern bound - 

of the Falklands chart) we find that in this Mid-Latitude

Mercator Chart of the Falklands,if A has Mid-Latitude 
50°4V15 s.and B has Mid-Latitude 52 40 0 s., 
only 91.29 0 of area a.
In actuality,since the land of the Falklands lies south of

o f h 0 r ■"50 4# 15 S.and north of 52 14.0 o 3.the discrepancy is some-

1© from north to south - — 
1 5-1
Honc©,l inch,from nofcth to south = -

= 3.715 statute miles.
o f K 

Therefore,! square inch on the chart,in Mid-Latitude 5° 4# 15 S.

1-±51’9_5.£2 ml..
3.1

show such distances on the chart as straight lines,it would 
be necessary for him to make his measurements along lines of

oarth.lt


(5).
constant compass course,and not along straight linos.
only distances along meridians,parallele,and rhumb-linos
appear as straight linos on the chart•Yet the distance
along any such lino required to represent a statute mile
is a variable quantity.Th® statute mile is itself a fixed
length,but its representation on th® chart varies with
position,in consequence of the change of chart-scale with
position.In the case of the nautical mile the matter is still
more complex,since not only is there the variation of chart
scale to contend with,but also the variation of the nautical
mile Itself,both in latitude and longitude.If the earth were
a perfect sphere,the nautical mile would be a fixed invariab® 1
quantity,as is the statute mile.The nautical mile is the
length of a minute of great circle are,and since the earth Is
not a perfect sphere,but a geoid,the nautical mile varies in
longth,both in latitude and longitude. The variation in long*-
itude l.o.oast and west,is due to the inequality of the
earth1s equatorial diameters.This Is not great,but the vari
ation in latitude i.e.nortn and south,is more serious,on
account of the earth’s polar flattening.From this cause the
nautical mile increases as latitude increases.
Any arbitrary fixing of an average value for the nautical mile

The only equitable standards of measurement are the linear
statute mile and the square statute mile. The area of the
Falkland Islands and of the various holdings should be known
in square statute miles,and,In the absence of anything in the

Ing a. fellows:-Measure th. length <^d braadth Of the root-

angle which encloses th® chart of th® Falkland Islands and
calculate its area in square inches.Then,by means of th® plan
imeter, de termini the area,in square inches,enclosed by the
outline of the islands depicted on the chart. These two result

nature of an Ordnance map,this can ne^r be determined with 
precision.A close figure could,however,be obtained by proceed -

in the Falkland Islands means,of course,penalising certain 
land-holders and treating others with undue leniency.



(6 k
indicate what fraction to take of the portion of the earth’s

surface which la enclosed by the limiting parallels and meri

dians of the chart.This latter area is a portion of a zone of

the earth’s surface,and since all the necessary data are

available,its extent,in square statute miles,can be calculated.

It works out at gjl$6a.21 square statute miles. The accuracy of

this method would be slightly affected by the shape >f th©

FelMand Island® and the manner of distribution of the land.

If the islands consisted of a rectangular block of land lying

in the centre of the chart and disposed about the same diag

onals as those of the chart rectangle,the result would be

exact (or,at least,as exact as any calculation can be on the

The area of any holding could be calculated in a similar

manner.

Any determination such as that just suggested makes no allow
ance for Increase of area due to mountainous or hilly land,
and in the absence of a contoured survey map of the country
no accurate allowance can be made.But,from the point of view
of the land-holders ,mountai ions cou? try,Instead of reprosent"*
inp; increased acreage,should actually be deducted fren thi
total,since such barren,rocky areas are found to be quite
useless for pasturage.
There appears to have been no determination,with any approach
to the degree of accuracy which is highly necessary in the
existing circumstances, of the total area of the Falkland Is-

that he considered the amount of distortion in longitude to
be negiigible,whilst he overlooked altogether to consider the
distortion in latitude.

lands,nor of the several areas of the various holdings.
Mr.Henry jg.P.Cottroll,a.m.I.C.®. ,in a report dated 10/7/1^95 
gave his determination of these areas;,but it would appear

assumption that the earth is a sphere of 3960 statute miles 

radius )•



(7).

icises severely the earlier work of a defunct Government
official) gave his determination of the areas concerned,
which ho took directly from the Admiralty Chart,making no
allowance whatsoever for distortion of any kind. Indeed,ha
was under the impression that no distortion existed,for ho
alleged (p.6 of his report) that these charts (described by
him as being on the
statement) "attempt,in as far as is practicable,to elimin
ate th® errors which arise in representing a portion of the
Earth’s surface (which is of course a curved surface) on a
plane represented by the Chart".He simply took out the areas
from the Chart,by moans of th® planimeter,and then interpret
ed them on the assumption that 1 inch on the Chart represents
3*572 statute miles - a figure which ho arrived at after
arguments and statements which are,to say th® least of them,
open to question.

Cottrell’s total and that of Mr.Cotton -a discrepancy which
th® latter gentleman confessed his Inability to account for.
Possibly,nt this date,no useful purpose is to bo served by
further criticising Kir. Cotton’s work in the Falkland Islands
(save perhaps,in some measure,to clear a reputation which
has suffered somewhat at his hands) but it should certainly
be on record on official files that,owing to Mr.Cotton’s
total failure to understand the nature of the Mercator Pro

plain, or attempt to explain,in view of the Ignorance of his
predecessors and of others concerned) only th® small sis©

It is not surprising that therais a discrepancy of 113,935 
acres (over 17# square statute miles, represent® dby an area 
of something like 14 square inches on the Chart) between Mr.

£>

"Gnomonic Projection"-a totally wrong

G^-r.E.P.Cotton,In a report dated 2^/12/1910,which teems with 

inaccuracies and wrong assumptions (and incidentally crit-

jection (a point which he was,nevertheless,at pains to ex-



(S).

Admiralty Ohart of West Falkland by means of the pantograph
(presumably) by increasing all linear measurements in the
ratio of 1 : 3.572. He then stated that ho had produced a
true map (devoid of distortion) on the scale of 1 inch to
1 statute mile.From this as a basis he proceeded inland to
W“est Falkland,making straight lino measurements and insort-
ing them as straight linos on his chart.When ho found that
grave discordances arose ho attributed those to the inaccur
ate work of his predecessor Mr.Bailey,and proceeded to mul
tiply his measurements by a convenient corrective factor
(different in different cases) in order to obtain points of
intersection on his chart where he desired such.
To sum up - there exists neither an accurate determination
of the total area of the Falkland Islands nor accurate deter-
ruinations of the areas of the various holdings upon which
th® Land-Tax is assessed - and in view of the lack of an
adequate land-survey,the groat expense Involved in making
one,and tho great difficulties which lie in th© way of
arriving at any estimate of acreages which shall furnish
a really equitable basis of taxation,.it would appear desir
able to abolish tho Land-Tax,and to substitute in place of
it some other form of taxation which is more readily amen
able to adjustment upon an equitable basis.

Government Geologist for the Falkland Islands,

the area with which he was called upon to deal,saved his 
work from utter dlsaster.He enlarged the coastline of the

D.Sc. ,F. G.S. ,F.R. G. S.
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EXPORT TAX.1.

The tax acts as a restraint on trade.

(3)

(i)

(2)

(3)

(1)
(2)

The arguments against this form of taxation are set forth in a 
letter written by Mr Gobb, dated 25th October, 1915, and are shortly 
as follows

This is perfectly true, and is probably the strongest 
argument against this method of taxation. At the same time, 
unless the tax were so heavy as to constitute a high percentage 
of the value of the wool, it would scarcely deter any farmer 
from getting as much as he possibly could from his flocks.

The question as to the form which the taxation of the sheepfarming 
industry should take has been discussed at various times during the 
past 25 years, and it is proposed in this memorandum to state the 
arguments for and against the three systems suggested, namely:-

1. Export Tax on Wo41 (and other products).
2. Land Tqx.
3. Poll Tax on sheep depastured.

In reply to the above it may be said:-
This argument applies to most taxation, especially that 

on liquor - if there were no tax, trade in liquor would 
increase enormously.

Many other taxes are also variable in their yield, nctabjy 
Customs Duties on liquor and tobacco, and especially Probate 
Duties.

It is variable in amount, in that the quantity of wi> ol 
produced depends upon weather and other conditions.

It is unjust to farmers, and a premium on bad farming, 
for the greater the weight of wool produced by good farming, 
the more tax will the famer pay, whereas the farmer who lets 
his sheep run down by neglect is let off lightly.

(4) The actual weight of wool exported may be questioned, and 
the institution of a Government .Yeighing Machine would result 
in vexatious delay and expense.

the SHEEPFARMING INDUSTRY.TAXATION of



small tax

(4)

2.

(1)

A .Land Tax is a simple clean tax, easily calculated and

commodity taxed.

■x

The arguments in favour of this are:-
Land being the rpime source of wealth should be taxed at

a
merely to define the areas for taxation, there would stP

To meet the difficulty in early days the Surveyor General 
parcelled out land in sections or large blocks, giving 
allowances for sand and water, mountainous and boggy land, 

fair average, giving quantity where the land

(2) 
collected.

To refrain from doing so because he had to pay a 
on the increased wiight would be like "cutting off one s nose 
to spite one’s face".

The Colonial Government for many years accepted the weights 
declared by the sheepfarmers, and on the one occasion when 
the weight was questioned, it was found from the account 
sales that the weights which had been declared and tax paid 
exceeded the actual weight of the wool sold.

the source or root, leaving the farmers to do the best they 
can with it.

thus making up a 
lacked quality.

It is admitted that to survey the whole Islands would be 
rather ruinous expenditure, and if a survey were undertakeo 

y 
/1

The first argument as an abstract principle is unassailable, 
but when you proceed to apply it to the Falkland Islands you 
are confronted with anomalies and inequalities.

Taxation must be either specific or ad valorem, and in 
either case must bear some relation to the value of the 

Consequently, if you impose a tax on land 
your tax must bear some proportion to what the land is capable 
of producing, and this depends upon its extent and quality. 
Therefore your tax has to be based upon the area or its value, 
or a combination of both. In the Falkland Islands you are 
immediately confronted by the fact that there is no informa
tion available us to either.

LAND TAX.



Tnerefore it would seem that however correct the Political

In the absence of these, an equities

SHEEP.POLL3. TAX on

(1)

(3)

As to (1).

; I

of sheep should be taken.
The numbers given auy not be accurate.

The arguments in favour are:-
The farmer would be taxed according to what his land

19151916191719181919

(1)
(2)

be the question of allowances to be made fi»r unproductive 
land.

This system has been mooted although never officially 
discussed.

disputable if you were in possession of definite information 
to acreage and Value.

able tax is not possible.

■

Economist may be in holding that land should be taxed at the 
source, there are very real practical difficulties in apply
ing this to the Falklands where the acreage is an unknown 
quantity, and it is practically impossible to define "value" 
which in modern days has been divided into so many classes 
of value, such as prairie, agricultural, site and so forth.

The second argument in favour of land tax would be in-

The Government Annual returns give the total sheep de
pasturing in the Islands for the last 5 years as:- 

701,268. 689,904.
696,975. . L699,368.669,996.

The variation in the total is not so great us to rule

is capable of producing.
(2) A good farmer would not be penalised, and there would 

be no premium on bad farming, for the tax on a good wool
producing sheep would be no more than on a bad sheen. Facers 
would therefore be encouraged to increase the average wdght 
of wool per sheep.

The arguments against this method are:- 
The tax is variable in amount.
There may be a difference in opinion as to when the count



(2)

I would point out th^t past experience
has shown that farmers

I

tics are compiled from those figures.
The fact tliat these returns have not varied appreciably

did not understate the weight of wool 
and that they could be trusted not to

bound to become known, and the Government have a stock inspec
tor aimed with full powers. If any farmer were suspected of 
giving false returns a threat to have his sheep numbered in 
the middle of the winter would be quite sufficient deterrent, 
and most farmers would overstate their numbers rather than

(3)
shows that farmers have in the past given fairly accurate 
figures. But it may be urged that they had no interest in 
doing otherwise when taxation did not depend upon those 
figures, and that they might understate the numbers of their 
flocks when these numbers were required for taxation purposes. 
With reference to this

of Political Economists the following contention would appear 
to be perfectly valid:- seeing that sheepfariaing is the only 
use to which the Falkland Islands land can be put, the nunbt 
of sheep depastured represents the productivity of that lam 
and a tax based upon the sheep is in effect a tax upon the 
land itself.

run the risk of having to gather all their flocks in winter 
time.

The Poll Tux on sheep is not open to so many objections 
as have been preferred against the other tow forms of taxation! 
It is, in fact, so equitable tnat whatever weight there may 
be in the argument as to the unreliability of the numbers is 
more than balanced by the absence of any other objection.

Furthermore, if it is desired to conform to the principles

out this method for that reason alone.
The Stock Ordinance compels every farmer to declare the 

number of sheep depasturing on 1st Muy, and the above statis-

when taxed for export, 
attempt to evade taxation if based on the numbbr of sheep.

In a small place like the Falklands any such attempt is


